
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SuperGP – Round Combined Race Report 

 

Welcome to ETR Performance Yamaha Round 1 Red Star Race Report 

 

The year started off a bit bleak for the ETR Performance race team as no sponsor had been secured until 

two weeks before the opening round. This put a lot of pressure on the team members to race prepare the 

two motorcycles to top spec in order to compete at the sharp end of the field. 

 

ETR Performance also welcomed into its family Themba Khumalo as its Rookie rider as well as being the 

first young Black rider to be part of an official Factory racing outfit. 

 

This opportunity arose with Motorsport SA in collaboration with Yamaha SA and they both wanted to 

make this transition for Themba into a fully fledged race competitor. In addition to this Nashua SA (Ltd) 

decided to renew its Sponsorshikp program with ETR Performance which resulted in the team re-

establishing itself in record time. 

 

The first race of the season was held at the festive Red Star Raceway on the 20th February 2016. 

 

The 2016 expanded Team ETR Performance Yamaha Nashua 



With such little time since the team kicked into high gear and building bikes to race spec ETR still had to 

find time to give our riders their first shake down test on the new bikes with the new specification 

suspension. Themba also had to get to grips with the new 200hp Yamaha R1 having only ever raced a 

Supersport 600cc bike, sans electronics. So for Themba there was also new formats to learn as well as the 

electronics package and riding on 200 profile tyres. 

 

So it was off to Red Star a few days before the race to do a test and then it was off to Phakisa a couple of 

days later for another shake donw test. All testing went according to plan (however not as well as we had 

hoped, but more on that later on). 

 

Qualifying 

All weekend Mathew was within a few hundredth of a second behind and then in front of our main rival 

Clinton Seller. During the last Free Practise session Mathew was pushing the bike very hard when a corner 

caught him out and he had an almighty crash. The problem with this was that there was only 45 minutes 

left before the actual qualifying session and the bike had to be literally completely rebuilt by using spares 

from the spare bike. 

 

 

Team Members rebuilding Mathews damaged bike just before Qualifying 

 

The team however managed to get Mathew out onto the track with about 3 minutes to spare. Fortunately 
for ETR Performance the qualifying session was 30 minutes long because as Mathew exited pit lane and 
opened the throttle the fuel pipe from the petrol tank came adrift, spewing fuel all over Mathew.  
 
Unfortunatel ythis happened at the bottom of the N4 back straight and Mathew had to push the bike back 
to pit lane in the searing heat. Twice he collapsed in trying to get his bike back.  
 
He managed to get it back and the team frantically got the pipe resecured and out Mathew went  - now 
with only 4 minutes left which meant he only had 2 flying laps. 
 

Mathew took full adantage of these lasp and managed to secure Pole Position for both Heats.  



 

Mathew on Pole for both Heats 

Themba also went out and started his weekend very consistent and after each FP sesion his times started 
improving by huge margins. For his consistency Themba was rewarded with a strong 15 poition on the grid 
– which considering this is his Rookie year on a Factory 1000cc bike is well and truly incredible. 
 

 

Team Crew chief Ricky Morais giving Themba some last minute adivce. 



ETR Performance Crew Chief – Ricky Morais 

After the difficult Qualifying session and with Mathew having put his bike on Pole position we were still in a 
bit of doubt about the bike coping due to the ernormous crash Mathew had had on FP3. The race started 
off tough as Mathew got a bit bogged down and found himself in 3rd postion going into turn 1. Both Seller 
and Shelley had managed to get the jump on Mathew and he had to fight hard to get back up the leading 
duo. It took Mathew 4 laps to pass Anthony Shelley and once past he put his head down and started reeling 
Seller in. In fact Mathew was catching Seller by just less than a second a lap when on Lap 6 Seller was just 
pushing the bike far to hard in the front and he lost control going into the last turn and had an almight crash. 
Fortunately Seller was not injured and Mathew went on to win Heat 1. 
 
Race 2 unfortunately saw Seller not able to make it to the grid due to his bike not being ready in time. This 
allowed Mathew to romp home to a double win for the day and leading the Championship by 10 points. 
 

 

Mathew on the top step for the Double 

 

 

Themba also managed to put in a strong performance and he secured both an 11th and a 10th place which 
considering his experience in a factory team is absolutely fantastic and was beyond the teams expectations. 
Themba had truly stepped up to the plate and had begun to shine. 



 

 
#18 Themba Khumalo in full cry down the straight at Red Star 

 

 

Conclusion 

 
The team ended the day on a high note and both riders managed to showcase their exceptional talents and 
skills within the Team and for this the team is very grateful and happy to have these riders on board our 
team. 
 
ETR would like to send out a huge shout out to the Team Mechanics for their dedicated and exceptional hard 
work to rebuild and provide Mathew with a winning bike after the huge crash he suffered. 
 
Roll on Phakisa 12th March 
 

 

  



Welcome to ETR Performance Yamaha Round 2 Phakisa Race Report 20th March 2016 

 

The team left Johannesburg at the crack of dawn on Friday morning for the long haul trek to Welkom n the 
Free State and onto the previously World renowned MotoGP circuit known as Phakisa. This is Africa’s one 
and only world class dedicated motorcycle racing circuit and was designed specifically for MotorGP and 
Superbike racing and has had an 18 year history of providing some of the best bike racing in the country. 
 
However little did we know that this was going to be a weekend of bitter sweet trials and tribulations. 
 
Pit setup went all according to plan and the team was full of aspirations having come from a high of the 
double win from Red Star. 
 

 

The ETR Performance Nashua Yamaha pits looking all spick and span on Friday afternoon. 

 

The FP sessions went off smoothly with both riders getting to grips with their new machinery and making 
the most of the opportunities afforded to them. 
 
Themba was extremely impressive having started the weekend off on a 1:44 lap and managed to get down 
to a respectable 1:42 lap and he promised there was more to come from both himself and the bike for 
Qualifying. 
 
Mathew had also managed to get his times into the 1:38’s but for some reason was struggling with rear 
end grip. 
 
Both riders managed to qualify well with Mathew 2nd for both heats. Themba unfortunately made a Rookie 
mistake by not putting in TWO flying laps and was 15th for Heat 1 and 28th for Heat 2. 
 
Needless to say Themba was very disappointed with himself and this was just inexperience at this level of 
racing in Nationals Superbike – having never done this form of Qualifying before. 
 
 



Friday Force Majeure 

 

Little did we know what was in store for us on Friday evening whilst we were having dinner some 8 km’s 
away from the track at our famous B&B called Villa Siesta. 
 
Some time during the evening one of the worst storms of all time hit the circuit and left an enormous 
amount of damage to not only the circuit itself but all the pits, the infrastructure, competitors equipment 
and surrounding areas flooded. 
 
The estimated damage to all the above is said to be around R10m taking into consideration that the Team 
KTM Sprinter Bus was completely flooded and the team members had to kick their windows out to save 
their lives as the bus started flooding completely whilst trapped in the underpass tunnel. 
 

 

Friday morning’s greeting for the team. Alternate entrances had to be used to gain access to the pits. 

 

 

The view from the car window of the flooded entrance to the circuit. 

 



The team suffered enormous loss of equipment and the damage was far worse than originally expected. 
Most of the electrical equipment got damaged along with the tyre blankets that keeps the tyres at the 
requisite 90°. Our pit carpeting and pit paneling was also damaged by the flooding. The team members 
spent almost 2 hours trying to see what could be salvaged and what could be reused in between trying to 
get the bikes ready for the Racing. 
 
All team members stepped up to the plate to assist where they can in trying to get everything ready and 
functional again. 
 
The Race Director and event organisors GAS along with the officials from MSA called the event as a Force 
Majeure event and decided to shorten the race events of all classes. 
 
All racing was to be no longer than 10 laps and the Regional events 7 laps. The reason for this was because 
they were expecting another major storm later on in the afternoon and according to the weather forecaster 
was going to be even more severe than Friday evening’s one. 
 
So no grid parades or special events for the day – just quick and to the point racing.  
 

 

 
Flooding of the ETR Pits. Note the level of the flood line under Nashua 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Sad looking Yamaha Gazebo. 

 

 

 

Mopping up operations 

  



Crew Chief Ricky Morais 

 
After our success at Red Star and a good few testing sessions we were quietly confident for our success to 
continue at Phakisa. The bikes and riders were working well and we were confident of a good weekend for 
results. 
In the Free Practice sessions we worked hard to get rear end grip and we would have an advantage from 
around lap 9 or 10, as the initial racing laps were scheduled to be 15 laps. However with the MSA officials 
calling a Force Majeure for the event all races were dramatically shortened to only 10 laps. This 
unfortunately had the unintended consequences of scuppering our race strategy and unfortunately there 
was not much we could do to alter the strategy due to the races being so short in duration. 
 
Race 1 

Race 1 saw Mathew battle the leader but eventually settled on 2nd place so as not to compromise our 
Championship lead. Themba managed to also claw his way up the ladder and put in a very strong 
performance by coming in 15th for Heat 1. Themba continues to make constant progress after each session 
and also is making a very lasting impression on each member and sponsor. 
 
Race 2 

For Race 2 both myself in consultation with the rest of the team decided to make some radical changes for 
Race 2 as we did not have too much to lose should we come away with two 2 places for the day. The idea 
being that we at least remain consistent and retain 2nd place for the day. Unfortunately fate and irony would 
have its day. Mathew’s knee slider fell off during the sighting/warm up lap and on the 2nd flying lap of the 
race he hit his own knee slider that was still lying on the track and this caused him to crash out of 2nd place 
of the day. 
 
Themba again continued to take the race calmly and managed to do his best lap of the event on his last lap. 
Now that is pure consistency and that is what is needed in racing. 
 
Themba fought his way from 15th on the ggrid to 11th place in Heat 1 and even more impressive was his 
success in Heat 2. Due to his faux par in qualifying and starting 28th on the grid Themba managed to fight 
above his weight and finished in a credible 12th position. Themba is also maturing as a rider and the guidance 
of the team is strting to pay dividends for Themba. What is needed now for his is for some financial 
assistance so that he can race unhindered and concerned about the financial concerns for this year. 
 
In conclusion we have much work to do, besides rebuilding a broken bike, before the next round at 
Zwartkops in April. So there is a reprieve until then in order to finally tune our race strategy for the next 
round. 
 
See you all at the Big Z. 
 
Ricky
 

 
From the ETR Performance Team management we wish to personally thank our Sponsors, Technical 

Partners, Supporters and Fans for sticking with us through this very difficult year of racing. 

 
Unfortunately it is always very difficult to name individuals in these Race Reports due to the massive 

support ETR Performance has received. 



Below is a list of our primary and TECHNICAL sponsors for 

the event. 

 

SPONSOR COMMENT 

 

 

Peter Wilkins and his team. Having spent the past three years rebuilding the 

Yamaha brand on the race circuits of SA, ETR Performance was finally 

rewarded with positive results once the new Yamaha R1’s were released 

thereby showing that we have the riders and the skills to achieve the 

results. There was difficult times at the start of the season but the Yamaha 

team always pulled through to assist us in many aspects. We do wish to say 

a Big Thanks to Peter for believing and supporting us. 

 

 

Brent Gehlig and his team. ETR Performance thanks Nashua for their 

dedicated support given. ETR Performance also did the brand proud by 

supporting various Charitable events such as the Mandela Day and hosting 

one of their Safe Homes for abused children 

 

 
WITBANK 

Sid Farinha and his team. Dent Doctor is a panelbeating and vehicle 

accident repair business situated in Wibank. They have an eviable 

reputation for the highest level of workmanship and their Quality Control is 

managed by the owner personally prior to delivery of each accident 

repair.Further to this Dent Doctor assisted us with Transport and 

Logistics to away races 

 

 
 

Racetec provided ETR Performance with some of the best exhaust 

systems on the market which were both performance enhancing and 

aesthetically well crafted. Racetec is a locally situated business and 

therefore is able to offer competitive pricing to the overseas product as well 

as maintaining a high level of comparison in build quality and power gains. 

 

 
 

BAZZAZ - SOUTH AFRICA 

PLUG AND PLAY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS- THE SMARTEST 

PERFORMANCE TUNING TECHNOLOGY 

 

Bazzaz takes great pride in creating fun, easy to use, highly effective 

engine control electronics. Bazzaz was started in 2003 out of a clear need 

for expertise in the area of engine management and electronics for the 

top tier of professional motorcycle racing. After working as a race 

engineer at Yoshimura R&D for six years, Ammar Bazzaz decided to start 

Bazzaz, Inc. in an effort to fill this need in the racing market. The goal is 

to bring high level technology and knowledge to all levels of racers and 

motorcycle enthusiasts. 

Entering the high profile AMA Superbike scene in 1997, at the same time 

as Electronic Fuel Injection, Ammar Bazzaz has been instrumental in its 

implementation, tuning, and application for over 10 years. 

 

 

Emtek Accessories provided ETR Performance with the Software Tools in 

order to provide data acquisition and also the software to manage the 

riders performance’s using GPS based technology. 

 

 

TRD Motorcycles provided technical assistance through the input of its 

highly capable technician Martinus Lowings. TRD Motorcycles also sells 

and maintains motorcycles based on the East Rand. 

  



 

 

RideFast guru and ex SA Superbike and Supersport Champion 

Sheridan Morais provides ETR Performance with the requisite assistance 

with the Yamaha R1’s as a direct result of his International experience 

on the Yamaha M1 that he is campaigning in the World Endurance 

Championship 

 

 

iAdapt provided ETR Performance assistance with technology 

infrastructure and software to ensure the administration and logistics 

as well as hosting of each event. 

iAdapt is also a software development company that has developed its 

own Tier 1 level ERP solution covering all aspects of the Corporate 

landscape. 

 

 
 

TorqueSure is a motorcycle specific provider of accident and theft cover for 

all types of motorcycles. Torquesure has sponosred ETR Performance with 

in transit cover for the goods as well as vehicle cover for the 

transporters. 

 

 
 

TrackDaze assists ETR Performance with access to certain track events 

for the riders to get setup and much needed practise. 

 

 
 

Hi-Tech Mag repairers provides ETR Performance with the technical backup 

for all the teams rim repairs and repainting in the vent of crashes. 

 

 
 

Evolve Nutrition assists ETR Performance riders and team mechanics with 

endurance specific nutritional products. Evolve has gained a reputation for 

providing some of the best endurance enhancing products on the market. 

 

 
 

BMC Air Filter is one of the most renown brand in the motorcycle and 

automotive industries. Based in Bologna, Italy, BMC is now an 

international company with branches in Germany, China and India, along 

with over 94 distributors all over the world. BMC produces the world's 

best quality air filters for racing, street use and composite parts. BMC's 

main aim is about bringing knowledge and passion from the race into the 

everyday vehicle.  Directly from competition, the expertise of Italian 

engineers and designers is rigorously transferred to street production. 

 

 
 

Putoline is the only oil brand that supplies a pure 100% bike only range of 

products. They carry the world’s largest range of specific motorcycle oils 

and bike care products.  Putoline can also supply you the first ever four 

stroke oil with Nano technology, our superb  Nano Tech. Putoline Oil has 

developed into a worldwide leading brand of motorcycle lubricants and 

maintenance products. Our success is based on high quality products 

dedicated purely for motorcycles. A constant update programme of 

development since 1970 ensures the world’s finest products are always 

available for your bike 

 

 
 

Quadra-X Ring design reduces friction by as much as 40% because of 

smaller contact area. The X-Ring’s 4 point contact patch also offers better 

sealing than conventional o-rings. Lab tests show the Quadra-X ring chains 

last 50% longer than a standard O-ring chain! 

EK’s exclusive CRH pin treatment provides an extremely hard outside 

coating and softer inside to increase strength and reduce chain wear. The 

Chromium Carbide pin surface coating also offers superior impact and 

shock absorption while reducing oxidation caused by natures elements. 

  



 

 
 

THE LIGHTEST, MOST ADVANCED RACE HELMET ON THE MARKET, PACKED 

WITH CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY TO EARN THE TOP SPOT ON THE 

PODIUM. 

Since its introduction back in 1967, the Bell Star has long represented the 

standard in head protection. Revered as the first full-face helmet on the 

market, the Bell Star inspired an industry to pursue the science of head 

protection. That obsession with helmet innovation continues today. The 

new Bell Star is more than an evolution of its predecessor. It’s a complete 

rethinking of what a race helmet should be, driven by the essential needs 

of the modern racer. 

 

 
 

The specification of the CPX-C 1 piece suit is focused squarely on racing; 

the suit is cut to be supremely ergonomic when you’re on track. All the 

vulnerable impact points are shielded by RST CPX-C carbon sliders, these 

have a very low friction co-efficient enabling the rider to easily slide away 

without tumbling in the event of crash. The shoulder sliders also help 

protect the collarbone by diverting energy away from the clavicle. The 

amount of riders using the CPX-C in championships around the world is 

testament to just how good the CPX-C is. 

 

  



 

 

Results and Championship log 2016 supergp 

 

 

    

REDSTAR - 

RND 1 

PHAKISA - RND 

2 

    20-Feb 12-Mar 

Pos Name 

Bike 

No Bike R 1 R 2 R 1 R 2 

1 Matthew Scholtz 20 Yamaha 25 25 20 Dnf 

2 Michael White 58 Kawasaki 13 16 13 20 

3 Lance Isaacs 38 BMW 9 11 16 16 

4 Clinton Seller 1 Yamaha Dnf Dnf 25 25 

5 Anthony Shelley 74 Yamaha 20 20 Dnf 8 

6 Daryn Upton 66 BMW 16 13 6 13 

7 Nicolas Grobler 22 BMW 8 8 9 6 

8 Greg Gildenhuys 34 Kawasaki 10 Dnf 11 10 

9 Brent Harran 77 Kawasaki 11 5 10 Dnf 

10 Themba Khumalo 18 Yamaha 5 6 5 4 

11 Dean Vos 149 Kawasaki     8 11 

12 Allan Venter 99 Suzuki 7 9     

13 David McFadden 69 Suzuki     7 9 

14 Brandon Goode 71 Yamaha 4 10     

15 Nicolas Kershaw 55 Kawasaki 6 7     

16 Garrick Vlok 64 BMW     4 7 

17 Ronald Slamet 68 BMW Dnf 4 2 3 

18 Ricky Weare 34 BMW     3 5 

19 Justin Gillesen 46 BMW     1 2 

20 Etienne Nelson 81 BMW     0 1 

    14 17 



 


